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Biosphere Reserve «Identity Card»
✓

2
Regions,
Municipalities

2

Provinces,

15

✓

118.000 inhabitants

✓

2 Regional Parks

✓

140.000 ha: fish farming, agricultural
activities, wetlands, woods, urbanised
area

ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS
✓ 34 habitat of Community importance
✓ 900 flora species
✓ More than 360 bird species

Urbanised area
6%
Water zone
14%

Wet zone
17%

Agricolture
60%

Woods and
seminatural areas
3%

ANTHROPIC CHARACTERISTICS
✓ Sea and natural destination
✓ International reference for birdwatching
✓ Rich historical heritage, recognised also by UNESCO
Heritage with Ferrara and his Delta
✓ Agri-food productions excellences (2 DOP, 3 IGP)
✓ Quality fish productions (mollusc farming, fish farming)

The 15 Biosphere
Reserve municipalities

UNESCO recognitions of Po Delta

Biosphere Reserves for Global Goals
Man and Biosphere Programme enhances the harmony
relationship between people and their environments

Biosphere Reserves play a key role in the concrete implementation of the 17 Sustainable Development goals shared by
193 UN membered countries, which have committed to achieving them by 2030. The international dimension of the
Biosphere Reserve Network allows new models of sustainable development to be shared with the whole world and
extended to other territories.

Biosphere Reserve are places of experimentation, research, study, etc. to return to a
growth model in which man lives in balance with his environment

Sustainable Tourism
Po Delta Regional Park participated in
CEETO, an Interreg Central Europe Project,
aiming at protect and enhance the natural
heritage of protected areas by promoting an
innovative model of sustainable tourism
planning, inspired by the criteria contained
in the European Charter for Sustainable
Tourism (ECTS).

The pilot action in the Po Delta was to
reduce the environmental pressures that
tourism causes in some areas of the Park
(especially in peak periods), identifying
shared solutions with local stakeholders to
redistribute these tourist flows.

Sustainable Development
Education
To sensitise future generations on the issues
that are at the basis of the recognition obtained
by the Po Delta as UNESCO Man and Biosphere
in 2015. The strategic objective is to improve the
awareness of a territorial identity and
citizenship, focusing on young generations.

Within the activity of education the Po Delta
Regional Park held annually on 5 October the
World Teachers’ Day, with an update on
educational tools and activities regarding
sustainable development made by the Park and
some local “Proud Supporter of the Biosphere
Reserve”

Conservation
The aim of the project is the recovery,
reintroduction and conservation of specimens
with genetic components characteristic of the
autochthonous strains of Starna italica (Perdix
perdix italica) present on Italian territory
before
the
massive
introduction
of
allochthonous specimens.
In general, the partridge populations have
declined by more than 90% in Europe over the
last 40 years.

Revival of local traditions
In recent years, the Park Autohrity has been
involved in the restoration of the marinated
fish factory, called Manifattura dei
Marinati, in particular the fire and vinegar
rooms, where eel is still prepared using
traditional methods.
Today the factory is also a museum and a
visitor centre of the Park, where tourists
can get all the information about the
protected area, its nature and the activities
that can be done.
The marinated eel is a Slow Food Presidium
and the social cooperative in charge of its
realisation is a “Proud supporter of the Po
Delta Biosphere Reserve”.
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